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Abstract 
 

SuperTuxKart is an arcade type kart racing game which allows the player to select from a wide 

array of colorful characters to play in high-speed fun.  The game is a free open source project 

that was first released in 2004, and has been updated over the last decade with the most recent 

update (version 0.9.2) released June 30th, 2016. This report looks to analyze a proposed 

conceptual architecture for SuperTuxKart.  

First, we outline the process of deriving our conceptual architecture, and an initial solution. We 

then present our improved conceptual architecture, and describe differences in the newer 

implementation, and how components are connected in this final proposed model. The final 

proposed architecture is a layered style approach, with object oriented style within the high level 

subsystem - 'Game Logistics'.  

Next we expanded each of the components in the architecture diagram, and briefly explained 

their role and their dependencies (or how data flows through them). These components include: 

player input, UI, game state, graphics, animations, physics and collisions, sound, assets manager, 

and a hardware/OS abstraction layer. Following this, two sequence diagrams are included for 

two use cases of our system: player acquiring a power-up, and player colliding with a banana 

peel.  

The final portion of the report covers more details relating to how the architecture would be 

implemented, as well as logistics surrounding the open source project. First we discussed the 

potential evolution of the system based on our architecture, followed by division of 

responsibilities in contributors, then by usage of concurrency, and finally lessons learned over 

the span of our analysis.  
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Conceptual Architecture 
 

To derive our initial conceptual architecture, we examined the reference architecture provided in 

class. Using this reference architecture, we identified the systems that were relevant to our game. 

To obtain an initial conceptual architecture, we had to take the systems that were present in the 

reference architecture and combine many of them to create a high-level architecture. We then 

examined the documentation provided by the developers to see what systems are in the game. 

Looking at the interaction of these systems, we can form a hypothesis for what architecture style 

the game uses.  

Initial Architecture 
For our initial architecture hypothesis, we examined the systems of the game from the 

developer’s site, as shown in Figure 1. This showed the interaction between the individual 

modules.  

 

Figure 1: Developer documentation of Modules 

  

We examined this diagram, and combined some modules into what we thought were appropriate 

components. For example, we combined items, tracks, modes, and karts into Game State. 

Physics and collisions, being a major part of the game, received its own component, along with 

animations and graphics. Looking at the interaction between the modules, it seemed that an 

object oriented and layered architecture style would be appropriate. Object oriented architectures 

allow components to directly interact and communicate with each other, while still controlling 

the amount of information that can be passed along, and a layered architecture allows interaction 

between components and subsystems. This style also allows for easy integration of new 
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subsystems or components, and permits developers to separately develop systems and integrate 

them more easily. Figure 2 shows our initial architecture hypothesis. 

  

 

   Figure 2: Initial Architecture 

  

Improved Architecture 
Our improved hypothesis follows a more layered style, by implementing a hardware abstraction 

layer, which was not present in our initial hypothesis, and extracted the Game State to become its 

own layer. This is because every component in game logistics interact with Game State in some 

way, and the front-end interfaces only with Game State. We revised the dependencies within 

game logistics to better reflect interactions between the components. Player Input and UI are 

now part of the System I/O subsystem, which takes input from the user and sends it to Game 

State, which will reflect these inputs in the game. Graphics is the main drawing and rendering 

engine, which will be called by Game State to draw and render what will appear onscreen. 

Graphics then selects the appropriate animation by calling the Animation component, which 

acquires the necessary models and textures from the Asset Manager. The Asset Manager also 

provides the models and collisions for boxes for Physics/Collisions, and sound effects and music 

for Sound. 
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Figure 3: Improved Architecture 

     

Front End/ UI: 
 

The graphical user interface (GUI) in SuperTuxKart has been overhauled a few times over the 

various versions. Version 0.7 saw the first major GUI revamp, followed by 0.8 which saw menu 

changes.  

In the game, the user interface works in conjunction with the game state to display information to 

the player. This information includes a display showing your position vs. the other players, a 
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mini map during a race, as well as your speedometer. The in-game menus are visually appealing, 

with large buttons and clear fonts to indicate what each option does. The simplicity and 

effectiveness of the UI is part of why SuperTuxKart succeeds as an engaging and interactive 

racing game. 

Game State: 
 

Most functions of gameplay are controlled by the Game State. This subsystem keeps track of all 

the data in the game which is necessary to represent the state of the game world, this includes a 

list of all the karts, objects and stores their positions, power-ups and associated data. Given this 

data the Game State defines the rules of the game and calls upon the lower level subsystems to 

carry out actions and give output to the player. 

Dependencies:  

Game State controls what’s actually happening in the game so it must depend on nearly every 

subsystem on the layer below it. It depends on Graphics to draw what’s happening in the game 

showing the user, physics to detect and react to collisions and forces in the game world and 

sound to control the use of audio in the game.  

Assets Manager: 
 

The Assets manager handles the loading of game data from disk and making this available for 

other subsystems. This includes doing any decoding or decompression is that would need 

completed for higher level subsystems to make use of the data. This subsystem is invoked 

whenever a subsystem needs to access game data such as textures, 3d models, collision shapes 

and track layouts. 

Dependencies: 

While this individual subsystem does not inherently rely on any other subsystem as it only 

requires standard C library calls to be implemented, it is a component the higher level game 

logistics layer which depends on the hardware abstraction layer. 

 

Graphics: 
 

SuperTuxKart was originally powered by the Irrlicht rendering engine, used since v.0.7. This 

decision led to criticisms that the racing game suffered poor visual performance.  

In 2015, for version 0.9, the developers decided to overhaul the engine which led to the 

“Antarctica” engine being released. This brought richer graphical environments, better shading, 
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depth of field, and improved kart physics. However, this increased graphical performance came 

at a cost of requiring end users to upgrade their graphic cards (min. Intel HD Graphics 3000). 

The graphics in SuperTuxKart has a dependency on animations, while physics/collisions has a 

dependency on graphics (more on this below in the physics section). The graphics also has a 

dependency on the assets manager by way of the animations subsystem. 

  

Sound: 
 

The music and SFX in SuperTuxKart follows a strict guideline, according to the developers, to 

ensure that all music is “cartoony” and “light-hearted”. This is to match the mood of the game’s 

environment.   

In relation to the architecture of the game, the sound has a dependency on the assets manager to 

retrieve all the relevant sound/music assets needed to reproduce during the game state. These 

assets are music files, which tell SuperTuxKart how to play the music.  

 

Physics and Collision 
 

The collisions and physics module is responsible for how the player interacts with the game 

world.  Super Tux has a custom collision and physics module giving unique experience to the 

game. The physics portions cover aspects in the game such as gravity, projectile movement, and 

acceleration. In Super Tux the physics is set relatively close the real world giving the player and 

intuitive feel for the game. Collisions also tie into the physic components because once a 

collision occurs, physics determines how the environment and player will react. 

Dependencies: 

Physics/collisions is dependent on the game state. Game state determines what is happening 

currently to the player in the game. If an interaction with the environment occurs, physics is used 

to determine the resulting behavior. 

Player Input 
 

The player input module is responsible for taking in physical user data from either a keyboard or 

controller. The module then responds by identifying the coinciding action in response to the 

input.  In Super Tux specifically a mouse/keyboard event would indicate a desired player control. 

Player Input would then process this data and send it to game state. Super Tux also has an option 

to modify the player controls so player input can be allocated to different actions as determined 

by the player. 

Dependencies: 
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Player input depends on UI. The player makes calls to the UI by pressing a button calling some 

action to appear from the UI. For example, a menu appears when the escape key is pressed. 

Animations 

The animations subsystem handles what the game displays on a 3-dimensional level.  Animation 

pulls its animations from the assets library. Animation moves the object that needs to be drawn 

and then graphics draws them.   

Dependencies: 

Animation is dependent on graphics. Selects the animation to be rendered by graphics given by 

the assets manager.  

 

Hardware Abstraction: 
 

Isolates the higher level systems from the hardware and software platform it is running on 

allowing the higher level components to be reused in ports of the game for a variety of platforms. 

This subsystem's dependencies vary depending on the platform. 
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Acquiring a Power-up Use Case 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

Figure 4: A sequence diagram outlining the use case of when a player acquires a power-up in a race 
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Colliding with Banana Use Case 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Figure 5: A sequence diagram outlining the use case of when a player collides with a banana peel in a race 
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Sequence Diagram Walkthroughs 
 

In Figure 4, the use case of a player acquiring a power-up is outlined. Key strokes from the 

player are processed through Player Input, which forwards the control to the User Interface, 

finally updating the position of the user (P) in Game State. Game State sends a check to 

Physics/Collisions, which reports a collision between two objects, player P and x (a power-up). 

Game State randomizes which power-up effect the player gains (e), and calls to Graphics to 

display the power-up effect icon. Graphics calls to Assets Manager to retrieve the correct icon. 

The icon (i) is returned to Graphics. Additionally, Game State calls to Graphics to remove the 

power-up which was collided with. Now Graphics is properly updated, and renders to the screen. 

Likewise, Game State too calls Sound to play the power-up sound effect, which Sound retrieves 

from Assets Manager, and then plays out to the player. 

 

In Figure 5, the use case of a player colliding with a banana peel (which applies a temporary 

slowing effect) is outlined. Key strokes from the player are processed through Player Input, 

which forwards the control to the User Interface, finally updating the position of the user (P) in 

Game State. Game State sends a check to Physics/Collisions, which reports a collision between 

two objects, player P and x (a banana peel). Game State requests the slow animation (a dropping 

anchor on the kart) to be rendered by Graphics for the player (P). Graphics calls Animation to 

process the animation that must be applied and rendered for a slow effect. Animation calls to 

Assets Manager to retrieve the particles and information relevant to the slow animation, which 

once returned is processed and returned to Graphics. Again, Game State also calls to Graphics to 

remove the banana peel which was collided with. With the updated information, Graphics now 

renders to screen. The same audio sequence occurs in this use case as did for that in Figure 4, 

except that Sound retrieves and plays a slow sound effect. Likewise, Game State also calls to 

Physics/Collisions to apply the slow effect to the player (P), which is now temporarily restricting 

acceleration of the kart.  

Evolution of the System 

 
Extending the system is very easy to accomplish because of the layered and object oriented 

architecture. Developers will simply add functionality to specific subsystems as required. This 

method of system evolution preserves the initial architecture while allowing for changes.  
 

The project should include a proper version control system. The main benefit of a version control 

system is the ability to merge features automatically. This allows hundreds of developers to be 

working on the system at the same time while minimizing conflicts.  
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The system should be hosted on an open source platform such as Github. This allows for 

collaboration on bug reports and feature requests. It also acts as a central repository where 

developers can download the code. 

 

Division of Responsibility 
 

Game Development requires a very diverse range of roles. We created the architecture in such a 

way to allow for this. Developers are assigned to subsystems based on their specializations. Each 

subsystem is encapsulated to allow developers to claim responsibility for that component. This 

also abstracts away the details of other subsystems meaning the developer only needs to focus on 

the current component.  
 

An example of this is graphics developers. They will be spending the majority of their time 

working on the Graphics subsystem. That way they can focus on code that is relevant to them 

and abstract away external details. 
 

A typical workflow for a developer can be as follows: 

1. Download the system code from the repository. 

2. Create a new branch for the new feature. 

3. Work within the subsystem until the feature is complete. 

4. Merge the branch into the main repository. 

5. Push changes after testing functionality. 

 

Concurrency 
 

Concurrency in the application is accomplished using two threads. The first is the main thread 

where all of the game logic is processed. The secondary thread handles the user input such as 

listening for mouse and keyboard events. 

 

This concurrency architecture is ideal because it doesn’t block any UI functionality. If the UI 

becomes blocked at any point the system would appear to lag. We want to reduce apparent lag in 

the game as much as possible. 
 

Secondly having the concurrency logic restricted to UI doesn’t introduce any complex logic to 

other subsystems. For instance, if concurrency were introduced into the game logic layer, more 

complex development practices would need to be adopted to support it. This would inhibit less 

experienced developers from contributing to the project. Therefore, the team determined that 

additional concurrency was detrimental to the goals of the project. 
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Lessons Learned 
 

The team learned that having an open source game is an exceptional way to allow people to learn 

about how games are built. The community surrounding the game is very open and the 

documentation is a great place to help newcomers get up and running with the project.  

 

The team also learned that open source can be detrimental to the game as well. The GPL license 

requires everything that is part of the game to also be open sourced under the GPL license. 

Therefore, many artists, developers spend less time making their code and assets appear 

professional. This is because nothing that is included in the game can ever be repurposed is for 

commercial uses. Therefore, we determined that the goal of the game must be more of a learning 

tool than a game that is optimized to be enjoyable.  

 

Finally, the team learned that several iterations of the architecture were necessary to determine 

the current one. Many iterations didn’t take into considerations some edge cases and subsystems 

that become apparent as the team worked on it more.  

 

Conclusion 
Games are very complex systems that require specific architecture to satisfy the requirements of 

the system. This document outlined the architecture that was determined through research on the 

system requirements.  
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